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4 Dordt serves area 
Latino families through the 
Juntos program.
7 The worship arts 
program has a new, state-
of-the-art recording studio.
11 New Pro-Tech 
program makes fi rst hire.
12 Defender fans turn 
out in force for Dordt's fi rst 
national championship.
15 Celebrating Dordt's 
unique partnership with 
the Northwest Iowa 
Symphony Orchestra.   
19 Across campus, the 
conversation about race, 
politics, and the church 
continues. In a polarized 
nation, what does Christian 
civility look like? And how 
should Christians talk 
about race?
23 English Professor 
Luke Hawley brings his 
storyteller's sensibility 
on stage—fronting a 
new band—and into the 
classroom.
28  Why would a 
Christian college student 
choose to study a fi ne art? 
At Dordt—and beyond, in 
the Twin CIties—artists 
explore how artmaking fi ts 
into a life of faith.
ALUMNI
37 A Dordt alumna 
works to improve the lives 






Sometimes, as an issue takes shape, there are moments of serendipity—a 
theme that surfaces in one article fi nds 
a conversation partner in another, or a 
question posed early 
on is explored later 
in more depth. 
Ultimately, these 
dovetails and 
connections refl ect 
a culture of vibrant 
interdisciplinarity, 
and it's my favorite part of watching 
each issue of the Voice come together.
This issue is no different—though 
readers may discern a clearer thread of 
continuity running across our pages. In 
the planning stages, we noticed that 
many of the stories we wanted to tell 
had something to do with the fi ne arts. 
The 30th anniversary of the Northwest 
Iowa Symphony Orchestra is on the 
horizon, and an article celebrating 
the  orchestra's unique partnership 
with Dordt College seemed timely. 
Also, there's a new band in town, the 
Ruralists. And we continued to hear 
of alumni fi nding success on the Twin 
Cities arts scene, prompting a broader 
look at the fi ne arts at Dordt and after.
Perhaps it's another kind of serendipity 
that, in a time of deep national division, 
many of the stories that came to us this 
issue are about art. Art, done well, can 
help us talk to one another; it can teach 
us to recognize the humanity in others 
who are different than us (and with 
whom we might strenuously disagree).  
But art needn't be deeply serious, and 
this issue is also a celebration—of the 
fi ne arts, but also of the creative spirit 
that animates the work of all learning, 
refl ecting the image of our Creator in us. 
ALEISA DORNBIERER-SCHAT,  EDITOR
Editor’s Notes
CLIMATE CONTRAST
Students ventured out onto the wet campus lawn to enjoy unseasonably warm February weather, 
playing frisbee, chatting on sidewalks, and taking the long way to class. That same week, a blizzard 
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